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eFigure. Telephone Script

This supplementary material has been provided by the authors to give readers additional information about their work.
E-supplement of Telephone Script

Investigator: Um, Hi. I was wondering if you have tanning beds?

**Yes**

Investigator: Ok, well my family is going on vacation and I wanted to get a base tan before we leave. How much would 1 month of unlimited tanning cost? (Waited for response)

Investigator: Ok, well would my mom have to come with me? I was hoping to come after school.

**If asked our age:**

Investigator: Provided age that was 1 year under the regulation (i.e. If tanning was banned < 18 years of age, investigator would state an age of 17.)

**If regulation for that state followed**

Recorded as COMPLIANT

**If regulation not followed for any reason**

Recorded as NON-COMPLIANT with specified reason, as outlined in the Results

**No**

Investigator: Ok, thank you. (Next randomized salon used)

**If age was not asked:**

Investigator: Ok, thank you! I’ll call back to make an appointment once I talk to my mom. Bye

Recorded as NON-COMPLIANT: Reason – Did not ask age
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